# Intensive English Program

In order for our office to issue an I-20, you must demonstrate that you have the funds to cover all tuition and living expenses while you are in the U.S. The length of your I-20 depends on the length of your program and your available funding. This chart will help you determine how much money you must show for each quarter you intend to study in our program.

## Student Cost

Select the program you will attend:

- **IEP**: $8,576*  
  ($3,725 tuition + $4,851 estimated living expenses)

- **IBEP**: $8,676*  
  ($3,825 tuition + $4,851 estimated living expenses)

## Dependent Spouse Cost

If you will bring your husband or wife as an F-2 dependent, add:

- **$2,893*** (estimated living expenses for spouse)

## Dependent Children Cost

If you will bring any children as F-2 dependents, add:

- **$1,983* per child** (estimated living expenses for each child)

## TOTAL COST

This is a per quarter estimate. Your proof of finances should demonstrate that you have at least this amount of money for each quarter you want to study in our program.

---

*FEES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE*